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Abstract

Graphs are universal modeling tools. They are used to represent objects and their relationships in almost all domains: they are used to represent DNA, images, videos, social networks, XML documents, etc. When objects are represented by graphs, the problem of their comparison is a problem of comparing graphs. Comparing objects is a key task in our daily life. It is the core of a search engine, the backbone of a mining tool, etc. Nowadays, comparing objects faces the challenge of the large amount of data that this task must deal with. Moreover, when graphs are used to model these objects, it is known that graph comparison is very complex and computationally hard especially for large graphs. So, research on simplifying graph comparison gained in interest and several solutions are proposed. In this paper, we explore and evaluate a new solution for the comparison of large graphs. Our approach relies on a compact encoding of graphs called prime graphs. Prime graphs are smaller and simpler than the original ones but they retain the structure and properties of the encoded graphs. We propose to approximate the similarity between two graphs by comparing the corresponding prime graphs. Simulations results show that this approach is effective for large graphs.
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1 Introduction

It is well established that graphs are an effective and major way of representing objects in various domains and applications mainly those related to pattern recognition such as computer vision, data mining, biology, etc. A graph \( G = (V,E) \) is a representation tool composed of a set of vertices \( V \) and a set of edges \( E \) with the cardinalities \( |V(G)| = n \) and \( |E(G)| = m \) where \( n \) is called the order of the graph and \( m \) its size. The set of edges \( E \) is a subset of \( V \times V \) such that \( (u,v) \in E \) means that vertices \( u \) and \( v \) are connected. Usually, a finite number of labels are associated with vertices and edges. So, in the graph representation, the vertices represent objects and the edges represent relations between these objects. The eventual labels represent objects’ properties. When graphs are used to represent objects, the problem of comparing these objects turns into determining the similarity between the corresponding graphs.

Comparing graphs with a low computational cost and a high degree of precision remains a challenging issue despite years of investigations. Nowadays, with the big data challenge this topic is essential more than ever.

Graph comparison approaches are generally classified into two categories: exact approaches and inexact or fault-tolerant approaches. Exact approaches refer to the methods used to find out if two graphs are the same. The common related problems include graph isomorphism, sub-graph isomorphism and the maximum common subgraph \([12, 16, 34, 58]\). In these problems we look generally for an exact mapping between the vertices and edges of a query graph and the vertices and edges of a target graph.

Fault-tolerant graph comparison aims generally to compute a distance between the compared graphs. This distance measures how much these graphs are similar and help to deal with noise and distortion that are introduced during the process needed to model objects by graphs. The different stages of image encoding is perhaps the most illustrative example of such noise that graph comparison must deal with. Fault-tolerant graph comparison is also useful for search/rank based applications where a distance between the compared objects is needed. In some applications, graph similarity measures are intended to compute relatively suboptimal distances \([16]\) that are compensated by a large reduction of the computational complexity of the comparison process. Several graph similarity measures have been proposed in the literature and several approaches have been used including genetic algorithms \([29, 56]\), neural networks \([37]\), the theory of probability \([15, 41]\), clustering techniques \([14, 54]\), spectral methods \([52, 59]\), decision trees \([35, 36]\), etc. We refer the reader to \([11, 12, 16, 19]\) for more exhaustive surveys. We focus here mainly on similarity measures that try to extend to graphs some of the properties defined in metric spaces.

Definition 1. A metric space is an ordered pair \((M,d)\) where \(M\) is a set and \(d\) is a metric on \(M\), i.e., a function \(d : M \times M \rightarrow \mathbb{R}\) such that for any \(x, y \in M\), the following holds:

- \(d(x, y) \geq 0\) (non-negativity),
- \(d(x, y) = 0\) iff \(x = y\) (uniqueness),
\( d(x, y) = d(y, x) \) (symmetry) and
\( d(x, z) \leq d(x, y) + d(y, z) \) (triangle inequality).

Perhaps, the most referenced metric is edit distance which defines the similarity of graphs by the minimum costing sequence of edit operations that convert one graph into the other [8, 53]. An edit operation is either an insertion, a suppression or a re-labeling of a vertex or an edge in the graph. A cost function associates a cost to each edit operation. Figure 1 shows an example of edit operations that are necessary to get the graph \( G_2 \) from \( G_1 \) with the suppression of two edges and a vertex and the relabeling of two vertices.

![Figure 1: Example of edit operations.](image)

Graph edit distance is a flexible graph similarity measure which is applicable to various kind of graphs [3, 8, 43, 51, 53]. It also defines a common theoretical framework that allows comparing different approaches of graph comparison. In fact, Bunke showed in [10] that under a particular cost function, graph edit distance computation is equivalent to the maximum common subgraph problem. In [7], the same author shows that the graph isomorphism and subgraph isomorphism problems can be reduced to graph edit distance. However, computing graph edit distance suffers from two main drawbacks:

1. A high computational complexity. The problem of computing graph edit distance is NP-hard in general [63]. The most known method for computing the exact value of graph edit distance is based on A* [26] which is a best first search algorithm where the search space is organized as a tree. The root of the tree is the starting point of the algorithm. The internal vertices correspond to partial solutions and leaves represent complete solutions.

2. The difficulty related to defining cost functions [45].

The first drawback motivated several approximating solutions to compute graph edit distance. A comprehensive survey on graph edit distance and the approaches proposed to compute it can be found in [21]. We focus here on three independent but similar works that approximate the edit distance of two graphs by computing the edit distance between subgraphs of these graphs [47, 49, 63]. In [63], the authors introduce an novel method to compute an upper and lower bounds for the edit distance between two graphs in polynomial time. This method consists to use star representations of graphs and edit distance between stars defined as follows:
Definition 2. [63] A star structure $s$ is an attributed, single-level, rooted tree which can be represented by a 3-tuple $s = (r, \mathcal{L}, \ell)$, where $r$ is the root vertex, $\mathcal{L}$ is the set of leaves and $\ell$ is a labeling function. Edges exist between $r$ and any vertex in $\mathcal{L}$ and no edge exists among vertices in $\mathcal{L}$.

Definition 3. [63] Given two star structures $s_1$ and $s_2$, the edit distance between $s_1$ and $s_2$ 

$$\lambda(s_1, s_2) = T(r_1, r_2) + d(\mathcal{L}_1, \mathcal{L}_2)$$

where

$$T(r_1, r_2) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } \ell(r_1) = \ell(r_2), \\ 1 & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

$$d(\mathcal{L}_1, \mathcal{L}_2) = ||\mathcal{L}_1| - |\mathcal{L}_2|| + \max(\Psi_{\mathcal{L}_1}, \Psi_{\mathcal{L}_2})$$

$\Psi_{\mathcal{L}}$ is the multiset of vertex labels in $\mathcal{L}$.

The authors define the distance between two multisets of star structures. Subsequently, they define the mapping distance between two graphs based on the distance between their star representations.

Similarly to the work of [63], the authors of [49] define a mapping distance between two graphs based on the distance between their local structures. Each local structure contains a vertex and its incident edges (i.e., a star structure without the leaves). In [47], the authors describe a more general framework for this approach where the subgraphs are also stars. In this approach, the authors consider edge labels and the distance between subgraphs may be different from edit-distance. This distance is given by the minimum-weight subgraph matching between the query and target graphs with respect to a cost function.

A relatively resembling distance, that does not use edit operations, is also defined in [28] where a different representation of the star structure is used. In this similarity measure, the star structure is called node signature and is represented by a vector containing the label of the vertex, its degree, and the set of labels of its incident edges. A distance between two node signatures is also defined and the distance between two graphs is then defined as an assignment problem in the matrix containing the distances between nodes signatures of the two compared graphs.

In [62], the authors present an extension of the similarity measure defined in [63] that ensures a better execution time. In this solution, the obtained subgraphs may be stars or bi-stars and are obtained by a graph coloring algorithm. However, this algorithm can be used only for trees.

In [64], the authors point-out the redundancy and the fixed-size of the substructures used in the aforementioned methods and propose a new approach that use variable-size non-overlapping substructures.

To overcome the second drawback and avoid the definition of edit costs, similarity measures
that do not use edit operations are also proposed. In [9], the authors propose a graph distance measure that is based on the maximal common subgraph of two graphs and prove that it is a metric, i.e., the measure satisfies the four properties of a usual metric namely: non-negativity, uniqueness, symmetry and triangle inequality. However, computing the maximal common subgraph of two graphs has a high computational complexity [9]. For this reason, Raymond et al. [48] propose a modified version of the measure defined in [9] where an initial screening process determines whether it is possible for the measure of similarity between the two graphs to exceed a minimum threshold for which it is acceptable to compute the maximum common subgraph. This screening process is based on computing graph invariants. Graph invariants have been efficiently used to solve the graph comparison problem in general and the graph isomorphism problem in particular. They are used for example in Nauty [34] which is one of the most efficient algorithm for graph and subgraph isomorphism testing. A vertex invariant, for example, is a number \( i(v) \) assigned to a vertex \( v \) such that if there is an isomorphism that maps \( v \) to \( v' \) then \( i(v) = i(v') \). Examples of invariants are the degree of a vertex, the number of cliques of size \( k \) that contain the vertex, the number of vertices at a given distance from the vertex, etc. Graph invariants are also the basis of graph probing [31] where a distance between two graphs is defined as the norm of their probes. Each graph probe is a vector of graph invariants.

In [60], the distance metric based on the maximum common subgraph defined in [9] is extended by a proposal to define the problem size with the union of the two compared graphs rather than the larger of the two graphs used in [9].

In [61], the authors show that we can evaluate graph distance with a high degree of precision by considering complex graph sub-structures in the distance. In fact, in some applications such as analysis of protein interaction graphs, some sub-structures of these graphs represent certain functional modules of cells or organisms. Hence, comparing these graphs in terms of substructure information is biologically meaningful [61]. The authors defined a new metric based on the concept of Structure Abundance Vector. Each element of a Structure Abundance Vector of a graph \( G \) contains the size of an occurrence of a predefined sub-structure in \( G \). The Structure Abundance Vector is a generalization of the concept of graph invariants.

More recently, kernel based similarity measures are also proposed [5, 12, 22, 27, 42, 44]. The main idea is also to define similarity of graphs based on the similarity of substructures of these graphs.

In this work, we investigate a novel approach for comparing graphs. We propose a new distance measure to approximate the similarity between graphs. The key idea of our approach is simplifying the processing of large graphs by using a compact encoding of the graphs obtained by modular decomposition. Modular decomposition is a way of representing graphs that allows to encapsulate the contents of the graph into simpler graphs that are prime graphs. This means that they can not be further compacted by the use of modular decomposition. An earlier work that uses modular decomposition to compare graphs is described in [1]. However the approach does not use prime graphs. It focuses mainly on re-defining the concept of module or meaningful
substructure in the context of business process graphs. In the next section of this paper, we present the definition of modular decomposition and prime graphs. We also present the basic notations used throughout the paper. In Section 3, we define the prime graph based distance and describe how to compute it. Then, in Section 4, we analyze the proposed approach and show that this distance is a pseudo-metric. Section 5 investigates the application of this distance by performing comprehensive experimental studies over various datasets. Section 6 brings our remarks concluding the paper.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we present the main concepts we use to define our similarity measure: quotient graphs, prime graphs and modular decomposition. We will use the notations summarized in Table 1 in the remaining of the paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G(V, E)</td>
<td>undirected unlabeled graph with V its vertex set and E its edge set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G = (V, E, f)</td>
<td>undirected vertex labeled graph, f is a labeling function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V(G)</td>
<td>vertex set of the graph G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E(G)</td>
<td>edge set of the graph G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G̅</td>
<td>the complement of the graph G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deg(v)</td>
<td>degree of vertex v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ(G)</td>
<td>the greatest vertex degree in graph G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G[X]</td>
<td>the subgraph of G induced by the set of vertices X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(G)</td>
<td>prime graph of G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1 Modular Decomposition and Quotient Graphs

Graph decomposition refers generally to a kind of graph representations that aim to highlight regular or meaningful structures within the graph such as cycles, cliques, etc. Graph decompositions give a readable view of the structure of a graph and it can help to solve efficiently complex problems on graphs. Modular decomposition is one of the most known graph decompositions [24]. It was introduced by Gallai [20] to solve optimization problems. It was also used to recognize some graph classes [38, 39, 55]. For a survey of applications of modular decomposition see [18, 20, 38]. Modular decomposition generates a representation of a graph that highlights groups of vertices that have the same neighbors outside the group. These subsets of vertices are called modules.

Definition 4. A module of a graph G = (V, E) is a set M ⊆ V of vertices where all vertices in M have the same neighbors in V \ M.

The empty set, the singletons, and the vertex set V(G) satisfy the definition of a module, they are called trivial modules. A graph that has only trivial modules is called a prime graph. Figure 2 illustrates an example of a graph and its modules.
We distinguish two kind of modules [18,38]:

- **Weak module**: A module is weak if its overlaps another module. A module $M_1$ overlaps another module $M_2$ if $M_1 \cap M_2 \neq \emptyset$, $M_1 \setminus M_2 \neq \emptyset$ and $M_2 \setminus M_1 \neq \emptyset$.

- **Strong module**: A module is strong if it does not overlap any other module. A strong module can however contain other strong modules. A strong module that is not contained by any other module is a *maximal strong module*.

The graph of Figure 2 contains only strong modules as all its modules do not overlap.

Two strong modules $M_1$ and $M_2$ are either adjacent or non adjacent [38]. $M_1$ and $M_2$ are adjacent if every vertex of $M_1$ is adjacent to every vertex of $M_2$ and nonadjacent if no vertex of $M_1$ is adjacent to any vertex of $M_2$ [38].

In Figure 2, modules $\{c, b\}$ and $\{i, m\}$ are nonadjacent while modules $\{c, b\}$ and $\{d, e, f, g\}$ are adjacent.

We consider the partition $P$ of the vertex set $V$ of a graph $G = (V, E)$ where the elements of the partition are maximal strong modules. The relations of adjacency between the elements of the partition $P$, i.e., strong modules, constitute a new graph, the *quotient graph* $G/P$, whose vertices are the elements of the partition $P$. If $P$ is a nontrivial modular partition, i.e. $P \neq V$ and $P \neq \{\{x\}, x \in V\}$, then $G/P$ is a compact representation of all the edges that have endpoints in different partition classes of $P$ [38]. For each partition class $X$ in $P$, the subgraph $G[X]$ induced by $X$ is called a factor and gives a representation of all edges with both endpoints in $X$. Therefore, the edges of $G$ can be reconstructed given only the quotient graph $G/P$ and its factors [38]. The term prime graph comes from the fact that a prime graph has only trivial quotients and factors [18].

The modular decomposition is a unique decomposition of the vertices of a graph into nested strong modules [18]. A strong module $M$ of $G$ can take one of the following types:
- **Prime**: Both, $G[M]$ and $\overline{G}[M]$ are connected.

- **Series**: All strong modules contained by $M$ are adjacent to each other in $G[M]$. $\overline{G}[M]$ is not connected.

- **Parallel**: All strong modules contained by $M$ are non-adjacent to each other in $G[M]$. $G[M]$ is not connected.

So, strong modules allow a compact encoding of a graph by replacing each module by a unique vertex. The quotient graph that results from recursively compacting all the strong modules is a prime graph. We will denotes such graph by $\mathcal{P}(G)$ for a given graph $G$. Figure 3 details in several steps how we get the final prime graph by compacting recursively the strong modules of the graph of Figure 2.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 3: The quotient graph obtained by compacting the strong modules of the graph $G$. $S$: series module. $P$: parallel module. $Pr$: prime module.

We consider the graph that corresponds to the final quotient graph obtained by compacting
all the strong modules\(^1\) and we call this graph the prime graph. Each vertex of this graph is a maximum strong module which may contain other nested strong modules.

Modular decomposition has been extensively studied by many authors [18, 20, 24, 38, 46]. Several algorithms that compute the modular decomposition of a graph are proposed in the literature [25]. All existing algorithms aim to reduce the time complexity and find the simplest way to obtain the modular decomposition of a graph. The first polynomial algorithm is due to Cowan et al. [17] and runs in \(O(n^4)\), where \(n\) is the number of vertices in the graph. Habib and Maurer [23] proposed an \(O(n^3)\) algorithm. Then, Muller and Spinard [40] proposed an incremental \(O(n^2)\) algorithm. Independently, Mc-Connell and Spinard [33], Courner and Habib [2] and Dahlhaus et al. [18] succeeded to obtain a linear algorithm in \(O(n + m)\) time, where \(n\) is the number of vertices in the graph and \(m\) the number of edges. Finally, Habib et al. [13, 25] developed a simpler linear time algorithm in \(O(n + m)\). We refer the reader to [24, 46] for a more detailed survey on modular decomposition algorithms and their algorithmic techniques. All existing algorithms focus on computing the modular decomposition tree of a graph. This tree represents how modules are nested in all the graph. So, we adapted the algorithm of [13, 25] to extract the final quotient graph. This modification consists mainly in:

- Finding the adjacency relationships between the maximum strong modules
- Keeping track of the vertex labels because the modular decomposition algorithm doesn’t deal with labels.

### 3 Graph Distance Measure based on the Prime Graph

Given two labeled graphs \(G_1\) and \(G_2\) and their respective prime graphs \(\mathcal{P}(G_1)\) and \(\mathcal{P}(G_2)\), we aim to take a decision on the similarity between \(G_1\) and \(G_2\) by comparing their prime graphs. There are at least two advantages for such approach. First, similarity is computed on simpler graphs which reduces considerably the number of comparisons for large graphs. Second, the detection of particular structures within the graph, i.e., the modules, may enhance the accuracy of the comparison mainly for classification problems. We first obtain the prime graph by using a modular decomposition algorithm then we use graph probing and star comparison to compute a distance between these graphs. So, computing the similarity between two graphs \(G_1\) and \(G_2\) is mapped to computing the similarity between their corresponding prime graphs \(\mathcal{P}(G_1)\) and \(\mathcal{P}(G_2)\).

We consider simple labeled graphs which do not contain self-loops, multi-edges and edge labels. An undirected attributed graph, denoted by \(G\) can be represented by a 3-tuple \(G = (V, E, f)\) where \(V\) is a finite set of vertices, \(E \subseteq V \times V\) is a set of vertex pairs and \(f\) is a function assigning labels to vertices. As the vertices of a prime graph are maximum strong modules, we first define the distance between two strong modules. Subsequently, we will define the distance between

\(^1\)Note that, for some graphs, we can compact entirely the graph into a single node. In this case, we stop the compacting process one step before the entire compacting of the graph to avoid obtaining a trivial module.
stars of strong modules. After that, we will define the mapping distance between two prime graphs based on their star representations. Finally, we will define the mapping distance between two graphs based on the distance between their prime graphs.

As pointed out in the previous section, we focus on maximum strong modules that ensure the uniqueness of the prime graph. The structure inside a maximum strong module is encoded by the type of the module and also the types of inner strong modules that are contained in it. The type of a module is represented by a vertex labeled $S$ (for a series module), $P$ (for a parallel module) and $Pr$ for (for a prime module). So, to describe a module, we use a label-oriented representation based on a probe vector. This means that we mainly represent vertices rather than edges because the structure inside the modules, i.e. the adjacency relationships, is already encoded in the labels $S$, $P$ and $Pr$ which characterize the modules.

**Definition 5 (module probe vector).** Let $M$ be a module in the graph $G$ and let $A = \{l_S, l_P, l_{Pr}\} \cup \{l_0, l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_\alpha\}$ denote an ordered finite set of vertex labels of $P(G)$. $M$ can be described with a numerical vector of non-negative integers $V_M = (a_S, a_P, a_{Pr}, a_0, a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_\alpha)$ such that $M$ contains exactly $a_S$ series modules, $a_P$ parallel modules, $a_{Pr}$ prime modules and $a_i$ vertices labeled $l_i$.

Figure 4 shows an example of a probe vector for one of the modules of our graph example (i.e., graph of Figure 2).

We compute the distance between two probe vectors as follows:

**Definition 6 (probe vector distance).** Given two probe vectors $V_1$ and $V_2$, the distance between $V_1$ and $V_2$ is given by:

$$\gamma(V_1, V_2) = \max(\|V_1\|_1, \|V_2\|_1) - \left\lfloor \frac{\|V_1 + V_2\|_1 - \|V_1 - V_2\|_1}{2} \right\rfloor$$

$\gamma(V_1, V_2)$ computes the number of edit operations needed to transform $V_1$ into $V_2$ by the addition and the suppression of labels or by modifying labels (i.e, relabeling). It is equivalent to $\mathcal{M}(\mathcal{L}_1, \mathcal{L}_2)$ in Definition 3.
According to this notation, a module structure which is encoded in the type of the module, can be defined as follows:

**Definition 7 (module structure).** A module structure $T_M$ can be represented by a 4-tuple $T_M = (r, f, A, V_M)$ where $r$ is the type of the module, $A$ is the set of labels, $f$ a labeling function and $V_M$ the probe vector of the module.

Then, we define the distance between two module structures as follows:

**Definition 8 (module distance).** Given two module structures $T_{M_1} = (r_1, f_1, A, V_{M_1})$ and $T_{M_2} = (r_2, f_2, A, V_{M_2})$ then the distance between $T_{M_1}$ and $T_{M_2}$ is:

$$d(T_{M_1}, T_{M_2}) = \omega(r_1, r_2) + \gamma(V_{M_1}, V_{M_2}).$$

where

$$\omega(r_1, r_2) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } r_1 = r_2, \\ 1 & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases}$$

$\gamma(V_{M_1}, V_{M_2})$ is given by Definition 6.

Every vertex $v_i$ in a prime graph $\mathcal{P}(G)$ has a corresponding star of modules $S_i^{\mathcal{P}(G)}$ defined as $S_i^{\mathcal{P}(G)} = (r_{S_i}, L_{S_i}, f_i)$ where $r_{S_i}$ is the module at the root of the star $S_i^{\mathcal{P}(G)}$, $L_{S_i}$ is the set of modules of the leaves of the star and $f_i$ is a labeling function. For a prime graph containing $k$ vertices, we have $k$ stars of modules. Accordingly, a prime graph $\mathcal{P}(G)$ can be mapped to a multiset of stars of modules denoted $SM(\mathcal{P}(G))$. The distance between two stars of modules is defined as follows:

**Definition 9 (star of modules distance).** Given two stars of modules $S_1 = (r_{S_1}, L_{S_1}, f_1)$ and $S_2 = (r_{S_2}, L_{S_2}, f_2)$ then the distance between $S_1$ and $S_2$ is:

$$d_{SM}(S_1, S_2) = d(r_{S_1}, r_{S_2}) + \psi(L_{S_1}, L_{S_2}) + |\Delta(S_1) - \Delta(S_2)|.$$ 

where $\psi(L_{S_1}, L_{S_2}) = \gamma(V_{S_1}, V_{S_2})$ with $V_{S_i}$ a probe vector associated to $L_{S_i}$ and given by:

$$V_{S_i} = \sum_{M_i \in L_{S_i}} V_{M_i}.$$ 

d$(r_{S_1}, r_{S_2})$ is calculated with Definition 8.

**Definition 10 (graph distance).** Given two prime graphs $\mathcal{P}(G_1)$ and $\mathcal{P}(G_2)$ of two graphs $G_1$ and $G_2$ with their multisets of star decompositions $SM(\mathcal{P}(G_1)) = \{S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_{|\mathcal{P}(G_1)|}\}$ and $SM(\mathcal{P}(G_2)) = \{S_1', S_2', \ldots, S_{|\mathcal{P}(G_2)|}\}$ respectively, then the distance between $G_1$ and $G_2$ is:

$$Pr_{Dist}(G_1, G_2) = \min_h \sum_{S_i \in SM(\mathcal{P}(G_1)), h(S_i) \in SM(\mathcal{P}(G_2))} d_{SM}(S_i, h(S_i)).$$ 

where

$h : SM(\mathcal{P}(G_1)) \rightarrow SM(\mathcal{P}(G_2))$ is a bijection.

d$_{SM}(S_i, h(S_i))$ is calculated with Definition 9.
Computing this distance is then equivalent to solve the assignment problem in the square matrix \( \max(|P(G_1)|, |P(G_2)|) \times \max(|P(G_1)|, |P(G_2)|) \) in which each element represents the distance between the \( i \)th star in \( SM(P(G_1)) \) and \( j \)th star in \( SM(P(G_2)) \). To do so, we use the Hungarian algorithm [30] to obtain the minimum cost in \( O(n^3) \) time. Note that, in the case where \( |P(G_1)| \neq |P(G_2)| \), the square matrix is obtained by adding empty stars.

4 Complexity Analysis and Discussion

In the remaining sections, we will denote by \( Ex\_Dist \) the distance obtained by the exact graph edit distance computation based on the \( A^* \) algorithm [26] and by \( St\_Dist \) the distance obtained by the approximate graph distance algorithm based on star assignment [63]. The proposed distance, denoted \( Pr\_Dist \) is mainly compared to \( Ex\_Dist \) and \( St\_Dist \).

The proposed approach involves three steps:

1. Building the prime graph: this needs \( O(n + m) \) time where \( n \) is the number of vertices in the graph and \( m \) is the number of its edges. We use the modular decomposition algorithm described in [13, 25] and modified to extract the adjacency relationships between the maximal strong modules from the tree generated by the algorithm.

2. Computing the distance between each pair of stars in the obtained prime graphs: we need therefore \( O(k^3) \) time steps where \( k \) is the number of vertices in the largest prime graph, i.e., the number of maximal strong modules in the largest prime graph.

3. Solve the assignment problem by using the Hungarian algorithm [30] to obtain the minimum cost in \( O(k^3) \) time.

So, our algorithm runs in polynomial time and has a complexity of \( O(k^3 + n + m) \) where \( k \) is the number of vertices in the largest prime graph. In the worst case \( k = n \) which means that the graph is not decomposable. In this case the algorithm is equivalent to the algorithm of [63] as stated by the following Lemma.

**Lemma 1.** Let \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \) be undirected attributed graphs. If \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \) are not decomposable then \( Pr\_Dist(G_1, G_2) = St\_Dist(G_1, G_2) \).

**Proof.** If \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \) are not decomposable, we have \( G_1 = \mathcal{P}(G_1) \) and \( G_2 = \mathcal{P}(G_2) \). So, it suffices to show that for two stars \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) of \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \) respectively, we have: \( d_{S_{1,2}}(S_1, S_2) = \lambda(S_1, S_2) \).

\( \lambda \) is given by Definition 3.

\[ d_{S_{1,2}}(S_1, S_2) = d(r_{S_1,1}, r_{S_2,1}) + \psi(L_{S_1}, L_{S_2}) + |\Delta(S_1) - \Delta(S_2)| \]

As there are no modules, \( r_{S_1,1} = r_1 \) and \( r_{S_2,1} = r_2 \) with \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) the vertices at the roots of \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) respectively. So, \( d(r_{S_1,1}, r_{S_2,1}) = \omega(r_1, r_2) = T(r_1, r_2) \).

\( \psi(L_{S_1}, L_{S_2}) = \gamma(V_{S_1}, V_{S_2}) \) where \( V_{S_i} \) gives the number of occurrences of each label in the leaves.
of \(S_1\) and \(V_{S_2}\) gives the number of occurrences of each label in the leaves of \(S_2\). So, \(\|V_{S_1}\|_1 = |\Sigma_1|, \|V_{S_2}\|_1 = |\Sigma_2|\) and \(max(\|V_{S_1}\|_1, \|V_{S_2}\|_1) - \frac{\|V_{S_1} + V_{S_2}\|_1 - \|V_{S_1} - V_{S_2}\|_1}{2}\) has the same result as \(\mathcal{M}(\Sigma_1, \Sigma_2)\). Consequently, \(d_{S_{tu}}(S_1, S_2) = \lambda(S_1, S_2)\).

Hence, when the two graphs are not decomposable \(Pr_{Dist}\) behaves similarly to \(St_{Dist}\) when compared to \(Ex\_Dist\). The comparison between \(St\_Dist\) and \(Ex\_Dist\) is given by:

\[Theorem\ 1.\ [63] \text{ } St\_Dist}(G_1, G_2) \leq max\{4, max\{\Delta(G_1), \Delta(G_2)\}\} + 1\text{ } \text{Ex}\_Dist}(G_1, G_2)\]

When at least one of the two graphs is decomposable, we have the following relation between \(Pr\_Dist\), \(St\_Dist\) and \(Ex\_Dist\):

\[Theorem\ 2.\ For\ any\ graphs\ G_1\ and\ G_2,\ the\ following\ properties\ hold:\]

1. \(Pr\_Dist}(G_1, G_2) \geq \text{St\_Dist}(G_1, G_2) \geq \text{Ex\_Dist}(G_1, G_2)
2. \(Pr\_Dist}(G_1, G_2) \leq (5 + 3 max\{\Delta(G_1), \Delta(G_2)\})\text{Ex\_Dist}(G_1, G_2)

\[Proof.\ We\ follow\ the\ same\ reasoning\ as\ in\ [63].\ Let\ P = (p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_k)\ be\ a\ set\ of\ edit\ operations\ transforming\ G_1\ to\ G_2\ in\ Ex\_Dist.\ This\ means\ that\ there\ is\ a\ sequence\ of\ graphs\ G_1 = h_0 \to h_1 \to \cdots \to h_k = G_2,\ where\ h_{i-1} \to h_i\ indicates\ that\ h_i\ is\ obtained\ by\ applying\ edit\ operation\ p_i\ on\ h_{i-1}\ for\ 1 \leq i \leq k.\ Assume\ there\ are\ k_1\ edge\ insertion/deletion\ operations,\ k_2\ vertex\ insertion/deletion\ operations\ and\ k_3\ vertex\ relabeling\ operations\ in\ P\ with\ k_1 + k_2 + k_3 = k.\ In\ the\ following,\ we\ will\ analyze\ each\ kind\ of\ edit\ operations\ in\ detail.\]

- **Vertex Insertion/Deletion:** In the case of vertex insertion, since the newly inserted vertex \(v_i\) has no edges, \(Pr\_Dist}(h_m, h_{m+1}) = St\_Dist}(h_m, h_{m+1}) = 1.\ The same result is obtained in case of deleting one isolated vertex.

- **Edge Insertion/Deletion:** For \(St\_Dist\), inserting an edge between two vertices \(v_i\) and \(v_j\) in the graph \(h_m\) affects the two stars rooted at \(v_i\) and \(v_j\) respectively. For both stars, a new vertex and a new edge are inserted. So, \(St\_Dist\) induces 4 edit operations [63].

For \(Pr\_Dist\), inserting an edge between two vertices \(v_i\) and \(v_j\) in the graph \(h_m\) may induce one of the following modifications of the stars and module structures:

- Modifying two simple stars (i.e., no module is affected): this case is similar to \(St\_Dist\) and induces 4 edit operations.

- Creating a new module or splitting up an existing module (see Figure 5): assume there is a vertex \(v_i\) in \(h_m\) such that when inserting an edge between \(v_i\) and \(v_j\), \(v_i\) obtains the same neighboring hood as vertex \(v_j\). The two vertices \(v_i\) and \(v_j\) form a new module \(M\) in \(\mathcal{P}(h_{m+1})\). Each star in \(\mathcal{P}(h_m)\) that has \(v_i\) and \(v_i\) in its leaves has now \(M\) as a leaf in \(\mathcal{P}(h_{m+1})\). This means that the number of labels in the leaves of each star increases by 1 (i.e., the label that corresponds to the type of the module) but the degree of the star decreases by 1. The star rooted at \(v_j\) has 2 new labels in its leaves (\(v_i\) and the
type of the module, i.e., 2 operations). Also, the star routed at \( v_i \) and the star rooted at \( v_j \) are replaced by one star rooted at \( M \) that has 3 labels in the root. This is equivalent to add 2 labels to the star rooted at \( v_i \) (i.e., 2 operations) and to suppress the star rooted at \( v_i \) (i.e., \( 1 + 2 \deg(v_i) \)). So \( Pr_{-Dist} \) induces \( 2 + 2 + 1 + 3 \deg(v_i) \) edit operations. The same reasoning can be applied when the inserted edge splits up an existing module.

![Figure 5: Edge insertion inducing a module creation.](image)

– Modifying an existing module (see Figure 6): Let \( M \) be a module in \( P(h_m) \) such that when inserting an edge between \( v_i \) and \( v_j \), \( v_i \) obtains the same neighboring hood as a vertex \( v_t \) of \( M \). Vertex \( v_i \) joins the module \( M \). In this case, the star rooted at \( M \) has an additional label in the root. The stars that have \( v_i \) as a leaf (so have also \( M \) as a leaf) decrease their degree by 1 (i.e., \( \deg(v_i) \) edit operations) and we have one star in less, the star rooted at \( v_i \) ((i.e., \( 1 + 2 \deg(v_i) \)). This gives \( Pr_{-Dist}(h_m, h_{m+1}) = 1 + 1 \deg(v_i) + 1 + 2 \deg(v_i) \)). So, \( Pr_{-Dist}(h_m, h_{m+1}) = 2 + 3 \deg(v_i) \) in this case. The same reasoning can be applied when the inserted edge retrieves a vertex from an existing module.

![Figure 6: Edge insertion inducing a module modification.](image)

Note that, in the case of modification of an existing module, we have \( \deg(v_i) > 0 \). So, in both cases we have \( Pr_{-Dist}(h_m, h_{m+1}) \geq St_{-Dist}(h_m, h_{m+1}) \).

• **Vertex Relabeling**: Assume a vertex \( v_i \)'s label is changed from \( \ell_1 \) to \( \ell_2 \). In this case, the star containing \( v_i \) in its root and also all the stars containing \( v_i \) in their leaves are affected.
Therefore, for one vertex relabeling, we have $Pr\cdot Dist(h_m, h_{m+1}) = St\cdot Dist(h_m, h_{m+1})$ and both of them induce $1 + deg(v_i)$ edit operations. Consequently, we have the following inequalities:

- $Pr\cdot Dist(G_1, G_2) \geq St\cdot Dist(G_1, G_2) \geq Ex\cdot Dist(G_1, G_2)$, and
- $Pr\cdot Dist(G_1, G_2) \leq \max(4, 5 + 2 \cdot deg(v_i), 2 + 3 \cdot deg(v_i))k_1 + k_2 + (1 + deg(v_i))k_3$
  
  $\leq (5 + 3 \cdot \max\{\Delta(G_1), \Delta(G_2)\})k_1 + k_2 + (\max\{\Delta(G_1), \Delta(G_2)\} + 1)k_3$
  
  $\leq (5 + 3 \cdot \max\{\Delta(G_1), \Delta(G_2)\})(k_1 + k_2 + k_3)$
  
  $\leq (5 + 3 \cdot \max\{\Delta(G_1), \Delta(G_2)\})Ex\cdot Dist(G_1, G_2)$

\[ \square \]

**Theorem 3.** For any graphs $G_1$, $G_2$ and $G_3$, the following properties hold:

1. $Pr\cdot Dist(G_1, G_2) \geq 0$
2. $Pr\cdot Dist(G_1, G_2) = Pr\cdot Dist(G_2, G_1)$
3. $Pr\cdot Dist(G_1, G_2) \leq Pr\cdot Dist(G_1, G_3) + Pr\cdot Dist(G_2, G_3)$

**Proof.** Properties 1 and 2 follow directly from the uniqueness of the prime graphs obtained by the relations of adjacency between maximum strong modules and from Definitions 5-10. We focus here on the proof of the triangle inequality. The distance between two graphs is the minimum cost between stars given by the assignment algorithm. This algorithm preserves the triangle inequality, so we have to prove the triangle inequality between stars. Let $S_1$, $S_2$ and $S_3$ three stars of modules from $P(G_1)$, $P(G_2)$ and $P(G_3)$ respectively, we need to show that:

$$d_{S_m}(S_1, S_2) \leq d_{S_m}(S_1, S_3) + d_{S_m}(S_3, S_2)$$

with $d_{S_m}(S_i, S_j) = d(r_{S_i}, r_{S_j}) + \psi(L_{S_i}, L_{S_j}) + |\Delta(S_i) - \Delta(S_j)|$ according to Definition 9. In this equation, $d(r_{S_i}, r_{S_j})$ is equal to 0 or 1, $|\Delta(S_i) - \Delta(S_j)|$ is the difference of degrees of the two stars and $\psi(L_{S_i}, L_{S_j})$ is the number of edit operations that are needed to obtain the leaves of $S_i$ from the leaves of $S_j$ and vice versa. As we consider vector of probes to represent the leaves, we consider only edit operations on labels. Property 3 in Theorem 3 is equivalent to the following inequality:

$$d(r_{S_1}, r_{S_2}) + \psi(L_{S_1}, L_{S_2}) + |\Delta(S_1) - \Delta(S_2)| \leq d(r_{S_1}, r_{S_3}) + \psi(L_{S_1}, L_{S_3}) + |\Delta(S_1) - \Delta(S_3)| + d(r_{S_3}, r_{S_2}) + \psi(L_{S_3}, L_{S_2}) + |\Delta(S_3) - \Delta(S_2)|$$

(1)
For the notational convenience, let \( r_{12} = d(r_{S_1}, r_{S_2}) \), \( r_{13} = d(r_{S_1}, r_{S_3}) \), \( r_{32} = d(r_{S_3}, r_{S_2}) \), \( a_{12} = |\Delta(S_1) - \Delta(S_2)| \), \( a_{13} = |\Delta(S_1) - \Delta(S_3)| \) and \( a_{32} = |\Delta(S_3) - \Delta(S_2)| \). We also denote by \( m_{11}, m_{22}, m_{33}, m_{12}, m_{13}, m_{23} \) and \( m_{123} \) the different pieces of overlapping between the labels of \( L_{S_1}, L_{S_2} \) and \( L_{S_3} \) as depicted in Figure 7.

**Figure 7:** Overlapping between labels of \( L_{S_1}, L_{S_2} \) and \( L_{S_3} \)

Equation 1 is equivalent to:

\[
\begin{align*}
    r_{12} + m_{11} + m_{13} + m_{23} + a_{12} & \leq r_{13} + m_{11} + m_{33} + m_{23} + a_{13} + r_{32} + m_{22} + m_{33} + m_{13} + m_{12} + a_{32} \\
\end{align*}
\]

which can be simplified to:

\[
\begin{align*}
    r_{12} + a_{12} & \leq r_{13} + r_{32} + a_{13} + a_{32} + 2(m_{33} + m_{12}) \\
\end{align*}
\] (2)

We consider six cases according to the degrees of the stars:

- **Case 1:** \( \Delta(S_1) \geq \Delta(S_2) \geq \Delta(S_3) \). Here, we have \( a_{13} \geq a_{13} \geq 0 \) and \( a_{13} \geq a_{23} \geq 0 \). Then, according to the value of \( r_{12} \), we have:
  - \( r_{12} = 0 \), here Equation 3 holds whatever is in the value of its right part.
  - \( r_{12} = 1 \), this means that \( r_{13} = 1 \) or \( r_{23} = 1 \) and consequently Equation 3 holds.

- **Case 2:** \( \Delta(S_1) \geq \Delta(S_3) \geq \Delta(S_2) \). Here, \( a_{12}, a_{13} \) and \( a_{23} \) can be computed by:
  \[
  \begin{align*}
    a_{12} &= m_{11} + m_{13} - m_{22} - m_{23} \\
    a_{13} &= m_{11} + m_{12} - m_{33} - m_{23} \\
    a_{23} &= m_{33} + m_{23} - m_{22} - m_{12} \\
  \end{align*}
  \]
  Equation 3 is simplified to: \( r_{12} \leq r_{13} + r_{32} + 2(m_{33} + m_{12}) \) which holds true.

The remaining four cases \( \Delta(S_2) \geq \Delta(S_1) \geq \Delta(S_3), \Delta(S_2) \geq \Delta(S_3) \geq \Delta(S_1), \Delta(S_3) \geq \Delta(S_1) \geq \Delta(S_2), \Delta(S_3) \geq \Delta(S_2) \geq \Delta(S_1) \) can be shown similarly.

Note that the prime graph based distance does not respect the uniqueness property and two non isomorphic graphs \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \) may verify \( Pr_{\text{Dist}}(G_1, G_2) = 0 \). So, the Prime graph based distance for labeled undirected graphs is a pseudo-metric.
5 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate how much our approach approximates the similarity between two graphs and to which extent it can be used for pattern recognition and classification tasks. We also evaluate its execution time performance. For modular decomposition, we use the algorithm proposed in [13, 25] which is linear time. It generates the modular decomposition of a graph of \( n \) vertices and \( m \) edges in \( O(n + m) \) time.

All experiments were conducted on a 2.80 GHz Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 - 2640M 64 bits laptop with 8 GB main memory running on Windows 7. All programs were implemented in C++. For comparison, we use two reference distances. The optimal \( A^* \) based algorithm of exact graph edit distance computation [26] described in Section 1 and the approximate graph edit distance algorithm proposed in [63] and also described in Section 1.

5.1 Datasets

We investigate the precision of our graph distance over several real datasets from the IAM graph database repository\(^2\) for graph-based pattern recognition and machine learning [50] and the RI database of biochemical data\(^3\). In Table 2 a summary of these graph data. Besides the size of each dataset, its maximum number of vertices and edges and its average number of vertices and edges, we also give the average and maximum reduction rates of the dataset. Given a graph \( G \) and its prime graph \( P(G) \), the reduction rate \( RR \) of \( G \) is given by:

\[
RR(G) = \frac{|V(G)| - |V(P(G))|}{|V(G)|} \cdot 100\%.
\]

It compares the number of vertices in \( P(G) \) in respect to \( G \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>( \text{size}(tr,va,te) )</th>
<th>#classes</th>
<th>( \text{avg}[V] )</th>
<th>( \text{avg}[E] )</th>
<th>( \text{max}[V] )</th>
<th>( \text{max}[E] )</th>
<th>( \text{avg}RR(%) )</th>
<th>( \text{max}RR(%) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIDS</td>
<td>250,250,1500</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15.69</td>
<td>16.19</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>53.219</td>
<td>94.199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutagenicity</td>
<td>1500,500,2337</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30.32</td>
<td>30.78</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>20.833</td>
<td>97.559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREC</td>
<td>286,286,528</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>11.51</td>
<td>11.93</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>32.677</td>
<td>91.669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein</td>
<td>200,200,200</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>32.63</td>
<td>62.14</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>16.660</td>
<td>95.349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letter</td>
<td>6750</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27.352</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPI</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7828.9</td>
<td>107134.8</td>
<td>12578</td>
<td>332458</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>6.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDGS</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7448.2</td>
<td>5628.9</td>
<td>33067</td>
<td>30773</td>
<td>63.28</td>
<td>88.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. The AIDS database (IAM database): The AIDS dataset consists of graphs representing molecular compounds. This dataset consists of two classes (active, inactive), which represent molecules with activity against HIV or not. Graphs are constructed from the AIDS Antiviral Screen Database of Active Compounds [50]. The molecules are converted into graphs by representing atoms as vertices and the covalent bonds as edges [50]. Vertices are labeled with the number of the corresponding chemical symbol and edges\(^4\) by the valence.

---

\(^2\)www.iam.unibe.ch/fki/databases/iam-graph-database

\(^3\)http://ferrolab.dmi.unict.it/ri/ri.html#description

\(^4\)Note that we have not used edge labels for all the datasets.
of the linkage. The resulting graphs are small and sparse. We use a training set and a validation set of size 250 each, and a test set of size 1500. Thus, there are 2000 elements totally (1600 inactive elements and 400 active elements).

2. The Protein database (IAM database): The protein dataset consists of graphs representing proteins originally used in [6]. The proteins database consists of six classes, which represent proteins out of the six enzyme commission top level hierarchy (EC classes). The proteins are converted into graphs [50] by representing the secondary structure elements of a protein with vertices and edges of an attributed graph. Vertices are labeled with their amino acid sequence (e.g. TFKEVVRILT). Every vertex is connected with an edge to its three nearest neighbors in space. Edges are labeled with their type and the distance they represent in angstroms. There are 600 proteins totally, 100 per class. We use a training, validation and test sets of equal size (200).

3. The Mutagenicity database (IAM database): Mutagenicity is a kind of chemical compounds. The molecules were converted into graphs [50] by representing atoms as vertices and the covalent bonds as edges. Vertices are labeled with the number of the corresponding chemical symbol and edges by the valence of the linkage. The mutagenicity dataset is divided into two classes mutagen and nonmutagen. The dataset contains 4337 elements totally (2401 mutagen elements and 1936 nonmutagen elements). We use a training set, a validation set and a test set of equal size 300.

4. GREC database (IAM database): The GREC dataset consists of graphs representing symbols from architectural and electronic drawings. Graphs are extracted from images by tracing the lines from end to end and detecting intersections as well as corners [50]. Ending points, corners, intersections and circles are represented by vertices and labeled with a two-dimensional attribute giving their position. The vertices are connected by undirected edges which are labeled as "line" or "arc". An additional attribute specifies the angle with respect to the horizontal direction or the diameter in case of arcs [50]. The obtained graphs are uniformly distributed over 22 classes. The resulting set is split into a training and a validation set of size 286 each, and a test set of size 528.

5. Letter database (IAM database): This graph dataset contains graphs that represent distorted letter drawings [50]. Only the 15 capital letters of the Roman alphabet that consist of straight lines (A, E, F, H, I, K, L, M, N, T, V, W, X, Y, Z) are considered. For each class, a prototype line drawing is manually constructed. These prototype drawings are then converted into prototype graphs by representing lines by undirected edges and ending points of lines by nodes. Each node is labeled with a two-dimensional attribute giving its position relative to a reference coordinate system [50]. Edges are unlabeled. The graphs are uniformly distributed over the 15 classes. Distortions are applied on the prototype graphs with three different levels of strength, viz. low, medium and high. Hence, this dataset contains 3 subsets: HIGH, MED and LOW with 2250 graphs in each set.
6. The PPI database (RI database): This dataset contains graphs describing the known and predicted protein interactions. The graphs describe the following organisms: Mus musculus, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila melanogaster, Takifugu rubripes, Danio rerio, Xenopus tropicalis, Bos taurus, Rattus norvegicus, and Homo sapiens. They are large graphs. The original version of the dataset have unique vertex labels (protein IDs) [57]. We use the RI version which was randomly relabeled with 2048 labels. Labels are assigned using a uniform distribution [4].

7. The PDBS database (RI Database): This dataset contains 30 graphs with data from DNA, RNA, and proteins having up to 33067 vertices. The dataset mostly contains very large graphs [4].

5.2 Results and Discussion

5.2.1 Comparison with the Exact Graph Edit Distance Algorithm

We first conducted experiments to compare our algorithm to the exact graph edit distance computation based on the A* algorithm [26], denoted by $Ex\_Dist$. We also compared our algorithm to the approximate graph edit distance computation algorithm based on subgraph assignment [28, 47, 49, 63]. We implemented the solution of [63] denoted here by $St\_Dist$ mainly because it does not use edge labels and consequently can be easily compared to the proposed solution. We consider two metrics: runtime and also how the proposed distance behaves with respect to the exact edit distance computation. For both metrics, we used the AIDS datasets and considered only small graphs to avoid the time complexity related to the exact computation of the graph edit distance. From the 2000 graphs of the AIDS dataset, we randomly selected 10 graphs each of which contains 10 vertices to form a target graph database. We also constructed 7 query groups: $Q_8,\ldots,Q_{14}$ each of which contains 10 graphs. All the graphs of the same query group $Q_i$ have the same number of vertices. The number of vertices in each graph of a query group $Q_i$ is $i$. This means that the number of vertices of the query graphs varies from 8 to 14. Figure 8 (a) shows the average runtime performance of the three distances. The X-axis shows the number of vertices contained in the query graph and the Y-axis the average runtime, in log scale, obtained over the query group of the corresponding graph size when compared to the target graph database. This figure shows clearly that $St\_Dist$ and $Pr\_Dist$ are faster than $Ex\_Dist$. We can also see that $Pr\_Dist$ achieves a little bit better than $St\_Dist$.

Then, we focused on how $Pr\_Dist$ behaves compared to the exact edit distance $Ex\_Dist$ and to its approximation given by $St\_Dist$. Figure 8 (b) shows the average value of the three distances computed over each query group. We use the same AIDS dataset as for the evaluation of the runtime. Based on this figure, we can see that $Ex\_Dist \leq St\_Dist \leq Pr\_Dist$ which confirm our theoretical study. We can also see that both $Pr\_Dist$ and $St\_Dist$ follow the curve of $Ex\_Dist$ in general.
5.2.2 Scalability over Large Graphs

We evaluated the scalability of our approach in terms of the order of the graphs, i.e., the number of vertices of the graphs. For this, we used two datasets: PDBS and PPI. Both datasets contain large graphs with a significant difference in the reduction rate: 63.28% for PDBS and 3.41% for PPI. For each dataset, we used all the graphs that have a number of vertices lower than 12000 as the graph database and we varied the size of the graph query. Figure 9 shows the runtime for calculating $Pr_{-Dist}$ and $St_{-Dist}$ between each query graph and the graph database for the two datasets. The $X$-axis shows the number of vertices contained in the query graph and the $Y$-axis the average runtime, in log scale, obtained over the target database. From this figure we can see that $Pr_{-Dist}$ faster than $St_{-Dist}$ in the two datasets and that this difference of performance is proportional to the compression rate. This is mainly due to the reduction but also to the fact that $St_{-Dist}$ uses a time consuming algorithm to compute intersections between multisets. This is avoided by $Pr_{-Dist}$ which is based on probes. We can also see that the runtime performance of $Pr_{-Dist}$ is more important with the PDBS dataset than with the PPI dataset this is due to the difference of reduction rate between the two datasets.

It is also worth noting that memory requirement is also important for large graphs. For the PDBS dataset where some graphs exceed 33000 vertices $St_{-Dist}$ generates an Out of memory exception with graphs larger than 12000 vertices while $Pr_{-Dist}$ processes all the graphs. In fact, with an average reduction rate of 63.28%, the largest graph of the PDBS dataset, i.e. 33067 vertices, has a prime graph of at most 12142 vertices. We note also that the two algorithms use the same data structures for graphs and use the same implementation of the Hungarian algorithm and that the Out of memory exception generated by $St_{-Dist}$ is due to the Hungarian part of the implementation.

Figure 10 shows the computed distance for $Pr_{-Dist}$ and $St_{-Dist}$ between each query graph and the graph database for the two datasets. The $X$-axis shows the number of vertices contained
in the query graph (in log scale for PDBS dataset) and the Y-axis the average distance obtained over the target database. From this figure we can see that $Pr_{\text{Dist}}$ is an upper bound for $St_{\text{Dist}}$. For the PPI dataset that has a small reduction rate the two distances are similar. This confirm the result stated by Lemma 1.

![Figure 9: Scalability over Large Graphs: Runtime Performance](image)

(a) PDBS dataset: $RR = 63.28\%$.  
(b) PPI dataset: $RR = 3.41\%$.

5.2.3 Classification

We use the $NN$ classifier to evaluate the quality of the proposed distance and we compared it with $St_{\text{Dist}}$. Table 3 reports the average classification results obtained for each dataset over the three subsets: Test, train and valid. From these results, we can see that $Pr_{\text{Dist}}$ obtains a better classification for the AIDS, GREC and Letter databases and not for Mutagenecity and Protein databases. It seems that more the dataset is reducible more $Pr_{\text{Dist}}$ is accurate. This
is clearly illustrated in Figure 11. In this figure, the X-axis shows the average reduction rate of the datasets and the Y-axis the average classification obtained over the dataset. Figure 11(a) shows clearly that the classification obtained by $Pr$ _Dist increases with the average reduction rate. It also shows that beyond 27% of reduction $Pr$ _Dist achieves better than $St$ _Dist. To explain these results, we also investigated the impact of the distribution of the reduction over the dataset. In fact, we remarked that when there is a large difference between the reduction rates of the compared graphs, the computed distance tend to be biased by the important number of empty stars needed by the assignment computation. In fact, even if the initial graphs have the same number of vertices, their prime graphs may have very different number of vertices. So, the distribution of the reduction over the dataset is to be considered to explain in which cases $Pr$ _Dist behaves better than $St$ _Dist and in which cases it does not. We considered the difference between the maximum reduction rate and the average reduction rate as a measure of how homogenous is the reduction over a dataset and we plot the results obtained for classification in function of this difference. Figure 11 (b) reports the obtained results. In this figure, the X-axis shows the difference between the maximum and the average reduction rates of the datasets and the Y-axis the average classification obtained over the dataset. It appears from Figure 11(b) that more the reduction is homogenous over the dataset more $Pr$ _Dist is accurate. Figure 11(b) also shows that beyond a difference of reduction of 52%, $Pr$ _Dist looses in accuracy.

Over all these results, we can conclude that $Pr$ _Dist takes advantage from detecting particular structures in the compared graphs and enhance the accuracy of the classification. However, when the compared graphs are not homogenously reduced, the detection of these particular substructures is not benefic for the distance and $Pr$ _Dist looses in accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>$St$ _Dist</th>
<th>$Pr$ _Dist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIDS</td>
<td>98.67</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutagenecity</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREC</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>88.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein</td>
<td>48.33</td>
<td>43.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letter</td>
<td>78.67</td>
<td>80.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced an approximate approach for the similarity measure of large graphs which is based on prime graphs. The key idea of the proposed method is to perform the comparison on simpler graphs without losing the structural information of original graphs in order to enhance the time complexity. We provide an experimental evaluation over small and large graphs. The obtained results show that our approach has an interesting runtime performance and has a good scalability in terms of the number of vertices in the compared graphs. Classification results over several real datasets show that the accuracy of the approach is acceptable. Moreover, we also showed that the proposed similarity takes advantage from detecting particular structures in the compared graphs and enhance the accuracy of the classification. However, this result is obtained when the compared graphs are decomposable, hence the need of thresholding the compression of the compared graphs. According to the experiments, this threshold, given by the average reduction rate, can be fixed to 27%. We also remark that the homogeneity of the reduction over the dataset is an important factor to consider when using this method for classification purposes.

As future work, several extensions and enhancements are possible. A non exhaustive list is:

- Use prime graphs or strong modules to compute footprints that may be used for indexing in large graph databases.

- Use other methods to compare prime graphs. To compute our similarity measure, we coupled the prime graphs with a subdivision into stars and we used probe vectors. However, it may be interesting to investigate other ways to use prime graphs to compute a similarity between graphs. Tree edit distance may provide better performance. Indeed, each vertex of the prime graph is a maximum strong module which may contains other nested strong modules. So, it can be represented by a tree. Internal vertices of the tree gives the type of
the modules nested in the maximum strong module and the leaves are the trivial modules, i.e. the vertices of the original graph. Figure 12 illustrates the representation of the strong modules within the final quotient graph of our graph example (graph used in Figures 2 and 3).

Figure 12: Tree representation of the maximal strong modules within the quotient graph.

- Consider a parallel version of the algorithm to enhance the processing of very large graphs.
- Extend the approach to directed graphs. Note that a modular decomposition algorithm for directed graphs is proposed in [17, 32].
- Extend the approach to edge-labeled graphs. A solution is directly obtained by using a second probe vector for the edge labels of each maximum strong module.
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